YOUR CARD MAY BE THE ONE THAT COUNTS

Every card signed these days by a GE worker brings all of us closer to another election—an election which will give each of us a chance to decide, by a free and secret vote, whether we wish to remain in a weak and discredited organization like UE, or whether we want to return to CIO.

Just as soon as IUE-CIO has 6,000 cards signed, a petition for an election can be filed. Each one of us has an important stake in that election.

Today, the bargaining agent at the big GE plant in Schoenectady is the UE. Because of its weakness, because it stands alone, cut off from all the rest of organized labor, UE’s unable to do an efficient job of collective bargaining.

But IUE-CIO has proved, in the year and a half that it has been in existence, that it can make gains for GE workers, and for all electrical workers. In just one year, IUE-CIO has won 19 cards in wage increases for its members in GEs as well as an extra paid holiday, and improvements in the pension and sick benefits plan. IUE-CIO has proved that GE workers don’t need a Communist-dominated union to win gains for them.

In view of these facts, each GE worker must consider his duty to himself, to his family, and to the community in which he lives. After such consideration each GE worker must decide whether he wants to remain in the Communist-Dominated UE.

If you decide against a Communist union, sign the card below, and send it to IUE-CIO, 202 Clinton Street. Do it today—your card is needed!

UE AND DEMOCRACY DON’T SEEM TO MIX

On May 22, UE Board Workers throughout the GE Schenectady Works gave a report on UE activities with GE, and then took a vote, unanimously to merge with the Communist-dominated UE, the Communist-dominated UE.

The vote was held in the hall of a factory where there was no reference to the Communist-dominated UE.

But the point is this: The UE Nationality Committee, including John Lacey, has a record of efforts to increase the size of our organization. Since the merger, the organization of the Communist-dominated UE has been completely illegal.
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